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General approaches

Background: Particle-in-cell
• Lorentz force interpolated from gridded fields
• Currents deposited to grid from particles
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Challenges of PIC on GPUs and many-core CPUs:
• Field update can be straightforward: Each thread/vector lane updates a cell
• But naïve approach does not optimize for memory bandwidth
• Field interpolation and current deposition present problems
• It’s not known a priori which cells particles occupy and hence which field
values are needed
• Naïve one-particle-per-thread memory accesses won’t be coalesced
• Deposition may also experience race conditions: Multiple threads try to
write the same current value
• Flexible multiphysics code requires modularity, but modern architectures
penalize fine-grained runtime polymorphism

• Take advantage of modern hardware
• Graphics processing units (GPUs) offer tremendous computational
performance
• Much greater processing capability per monetary and power cost
• Achieved through massive parallelism
• CPU performance increasing through core count, vector instructions
• Write performance-portable code
• Write main computational procedures (e.g. cell field update, particle push)
in functions that can be executed on both host and device
• On CPU, function will be executed in a (vectorized) loop
• On GPU, function will be executed by a thread
• Performance frameworks
• Use CUDA on GPU
• Use OpenMP on CPU for multithreading and to trigger generation of SIMD
instructions
• Exploring performance portability libraries (e.g. Kokkos)
• Maintain multiphysics features
• Design main management routines—dispatchers—to work with multiple
algorithm variants
• Different types of field updates, e.g. absorbing boundaries, controlled
dispersion
• High-order particles: Complicates memory management
• Other physics: Metallic boundaries, dielectric materials, reactions, cut
cells…
• Transition to new infrastructure
• Start with deep infrastructure: Grid objects, multidimensional arrays
• Proceed with dependent features: collisions, fields, particles
• Code in new infrastructure encapsulated in separate performance library
• Interfaces to performance library added to VSim code base

Raw FDTD: Speedup of 3× on consumer GPU and Cori KNL node vs. MPI-only
implementation on Cori Haswell node. Strong scaling efficiency of > 100%
observed going from 1 to 2 GPUs on a node.
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FDTD with embedded boundary dielectrics and absorbing boundaries: Speedup
of 2× Cori Haswell node results from software improvement alone. Additional
speedup obtained on GPUs and KNL. These developments enable highly
performant photonics simulations.

Future work
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The particle reaction algorithm. Data movement is the most time-intensive
aspect, and must be carefully managed for good performance.

Example of reactions: Hot electrons expand into surrounding cold electrons,
creating a shock and giving rise to a Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
Hot electrons (orange) surrounded
by cold electrons (blue). Thermal
expansion creates a propagating
shock.
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• Complete PIC loop
• Prototype implementation completed previously and verified
• Convert to work with more recently developed field and particle data
infrastructure
• Implement implicit PIC in new infrastructure
• Linear solves with new Trilinos stack demonstrated for magnetostatic
problems
• Tune CPU multithreading to respect NUMA characteristics of node
• Include optimizations for all instruction sets
• Create dispatcher specialization for AMD GPUs and future Intel GPUs
• Include metallic boundaries in new framework for performant RF structure
simulation

Simulation time for CPU (green), GPU
(blue), and GPU with efficient
threading (orange).
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Find number of reactions
per cell
(reactable × null prob)
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The highly performant, flexible plasma simulation code VSim was designed
nearly 20 years ago (originally as Vorpal), with its first applications roughly four
years later. Using object oriented methods, VSim was designed to allow runtime
selection from multiple field solvers, particle dynamics, and reactions. It has been
successful in modeling for many areas of physics, including fusion plasmas,
particle accelerators, microwave devices, and RF and dielectric structures. Now
it is critical to move to exascale systems, with their compute accelerator
architectures, massive threading, and advanced instruction sets. Here we
discuss how we are moving this complex, multiphysics computational application
to the new computing paradigm, and how it is done in a way that kept the
application producing physics during the move. We present performance results
showing significant speedups in all parts of the PIC loop, including field updates,
particle pushes, and reactions.

Particles and reactions

Field updates
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Figure 5:by
Simulation
time for CPU (green), GPU (blue), and GPU
Figure 6: Hot electrons (orange) surrounded
cold electrons
with efficient threading (orange)
(blue). Thermal expansion creates propagating shock

